enterprise operations transformation

TM

Base))) : Wipro’s
Business Operations
Platform

Base))) ™ helps rapid alignment
of operations with business
objectives, while providing
enhanced transparency and
control. It also leverages existing
IT investments with seamless
integration.

“Change and Run”
business effectively
through Base)))™

A platform for end-to-end operations
management
Goal driven analytics to identify
improvement areas
Transition management and risk
mitigation
Standardize service delivery excellence,
enforce controls, and monitor business
value delivered

Base)))TM key beneﬁts
Maximize returns by improving process
performance and optimizing costs
Align operations to business goals

Create tailor-made solutions for
each industry through a combination
of Base))) ™ components

Gain transformation insights across operations
Collaborate all stakeholders seamlessly to sync
with goals and objectives

Base)))TM features
Work on the move with mobility enabled approvals
and exceptions through Base))) ™ Core

Drive operational governance
through Base))) ™ Govern

Effectively manage
operations through
Base))) ™ Core

Extend tracking and
transparency to vendors
and customers through
Base)))™ Vendor /
Customer Portal

Manage business
interactions and
leverage best practices
through Base))) ™
Harmony

Enable templatized ﬁnancial
reconciliations through Base)))™
Recon

Gain business insights and
achieve operational governance
through Base))) ™ Prism
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Wipro Limited (NYSE: WIT, BSE: 507685,
NSE: WIPRO) is a leading global
information technology, consulting and
business process services company.
We harness the power of cognitive
computing, hyper-automation,
robotics, cloud, analytics and emerging
technologies to help our clients adapt
to the digital world and make them
successful. A company recognized
globally for its comprehensive portfolio

Of services, strong commitment to
sustainability and good corporate
citizenship, we have a dedicated
workforce of over 170,000, serving
clients across six continents. Together
we discover ideas and connect the dots
to build a better and a bold new future.

For more information, please write to us
at info@wipro.com
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